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ABOUT KVV

Krishna Vishwa Vidyapeeth (KVV), located in Karad, India, is situated
in the picturesque Western Maharashtra region. The university boasts a
sprawling 57-acre campus that is not only lush but also eco-friendly. It
offers easy accessibility via rail, road, and air transportation. KIMS
proudly holds an esteemed 'A+' grade accreditation from NAAC and is
ISO 9001:2021 certified.
|
This prominent teaching hospital features a 1125-bed multi-specialty
tertiary care facility, providing a wide range of services including Critical
Care, Endoscopic Surgeries, Dialysis, Cardiology, Cardiovascular-
thoracic-surgery, Oncology, Urology, Neurosurgery, and a certified
Renal Transplant Unit.

KVV is a magnet for students from across India and around the world,
including countries like the USA, UK, New Zealand, Middle East
countries, Sri Lanka, Canada, Mauritius, and more. This attraction is
due to its experienced faculty, secure and spacious hostels, well-equipped
sports complex, and a diverse array of extracurricular activities.

The medical college at KVV, with a 35-year history, houses modern
museums featuring a wide array of specimens and models. The teaching
hospital, known as KH&MRC (Krishna Hospital and Medical Research
Centre), is recognized by the National Accreditation Board for
Hospitals & Healthcare Providers (NABH).

Notably, in 2018, the university achieved a remarkable 5th rank in the
category of 'Technical Institutions - Universities (Residential)' for
cleanliness. Additionally, KVV has received recognition for its
commitment to promoting a culture of cleanliness in higher education
institutions.



Welcome to the KIMS Students Society, a vibrant organization initiated and led by
the students of Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences (KIMS). Our society is
committed to cultivating a strong sense of community and engagement among
students, encompassing all professional years from first-year to final-year students.

At the core of our organization is a student-centric approach, ensuring that the diverse
needs and interests of our members are acknowledged and addressed. The society
provides a platform for active student involvement, encouraging leadership and
collaboration in the planning and execution of events.

One of our primary focuses is on professional development. We organize academic
events such as research paper presentations, academic debates, and workshops to
contribute to the intellectual growth of our members, preparing them for the
challenges they will face in the medical field.

Cultural integration is another key aspect of our society. Through events like cultural
nights, dance competitions, and art contests, we celebrate the rich diversity within the
KIMS community, providing a platform for artistic expression and talent recognition.

Our commitment to social responsibility is evident in activities like impact initiatives,
Dare To Diagnose, and the Student of the Year competition. We believe in instilling a
sense of duty and community engagement among our medical students.

Networking opportunities abound in our society, with events like Model United
Nations, press conferences, and award ceremonies creating spaces for students to
interact with professionals, experts, and peers. These experiences enhance their
exposure and connections within and beyond the medical community.

Recognizing the importance of a balanced lifestyle, we incorporate recreational
activities such as online gaming tournaments, fun fairs, and cultural nights. We aim to
create an environment that supports both academic excellence and personal well-
being.

In essence, the KIMS Students Society serves as a dynamic platform organized by and
for the students of KIMS. Join us on this journey, as we strive to provide a holistic
educational experience that combines academic excellence, cultural diversity, and
social responsibility across all professional years.

ABOUT STUDENTS’ SOCIETY 



Connaissance '24 at KVV: A Week of Enrichment and Unity

During the vibrant and enriching Connaissance '23 at KIMS, a series of
academic and non-academic events unfolded, forging strong
connections between students and faculty while radiating happiness
throughout the institution. This event-packed week left an indelible
mark on everyone involved.

Throughout Connaissance, students and faculty engaged in a wide
array of academic activities as well as non-academic ones, such as the
tantalising fun fair, fostering a sense of collaboration. Interactive
workshops, enlightening debates, captivating dance and musical
performances, and stimulating discussions akin to "Shark Tank"
provided platforms for meaningful interactions, nurturing a bond of
mutual respect and understanding among students from all batches.

The joyous atmosphere was palpable as participants delved into their
shared passion for medicine and all things fun and exciting. Laughter
and enthusiastic exchanges reverberated through the campus,
enhancing the overall sense of unity and belonging.

In retrospect, this week-long extravaganza demonstrated the power of
education in bringing people together. It not only enriched minds but
also warmed hearts, leaving students and faculty with cherished
memories. Undoubtedly, Connaissance '23 was a remarkable event that
united the medical college community in happiness and academic
excellence.

ABOUT CONNAISSANCE 
 CONNAISSANCE'24



Embark on a captivating exploration with our event theme, "Cultural Tapestry of
Global Health: Navigating Challenges, Fostering Solutions." This theme serves as
an open invitation to delve into the interconnected world of diverse cultures and
their impact on addressing global health issues. It invites participants to unravel the
unique health practices and traditions embedded in different cultures, fostering an
appreciation for the richness each contributes to the global health landscape.

At the heart of our theme lies the emphasis on collaborative solutions across borders. The
event seeks to showcase instances where cultures unite, transcending geographical
boundaries to overcome shared health challenges. We recognize and celebrate the
significance of cultural sensitivity in healthcare delivery, emphasizing the need to
acknowledge diverse beliefs, practices, and social contexts for more inclusive and effective
health services.

Participants will have the opportunity to engage in discussions that bring forth
global perspectives on common health challenges. The theme highlights the shared
responsibility we all bear in finding solutions that transcend cultural nuances,
encouraging a holistic understanding of health and well-being. We also aim to
integrate elements of cultural celebrations related to health, fostering a festive
atmosphere that embodies the spirit of unity and collaboration.

By embracing this theme, we celebrate the impact of socio-cultural factors on health
outcomes, promoting a comprehensive approach that recognizes the interconnected
nature of cultural nuances and well-being. The event serves as a platform for
cultural exchange in medical practices, showcasing instances where practitioners
and researchers exchange knowledge across cultures, contributing to a richer and
more diverse global health landscape.

Join us on this immersive journey where cultural threads intertwine to create a
tapestry of global health. The theme encourages meaningful dialogue, cross-cultural
learning, and the inspiration to innovate solutions that resonate across diverse
cultural landscapes, reinforcing the notion that health knows no borders.

ABOUT THE THEME
Theme: "Cultural Tapestry of Global Health:

Navigating Challenges, Fostering Solutions"



FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

Dear Esteemed Participants, Faculty, and Guests, 

Welcome to Connaissance 2024 at Krishna
Institute of Medical Sciences, Krishna Vishwa
Vidyapeeth, deemed to be University, Karad. 

Under the theme "Cultural Tapestry of Global
Health: Navigating Challenges,Fostering
Solutions," this event promises a kaleidoscope of
intellectual and cultural experiences. From the
diplomatic debates of Model United Nations to
the entrepreneurial spirit of Shark Tank, the
diagnostic challenges in Dare to Diagnose, and
the academic rigor of Research Paper
Presentation, we embark on a journey that
transcends borders. 

In the quest for knowledge, we delve into the All India Political Parties Meet,
showcase brilliance in the Quizzards of Medicine, celebrate excellence in the
Student of the Year, and witness the diverse talents in our Talent Shows. 
Connaissnace 2024 serves as a melting pot of ideas and perspectives, uniting us in
our shared commitment to addressing global health challenges. May these days be
filled with stimulating conversations, collaborative solutions, and the forging of
lasting connections.

I extend my appreciation to all participants and organizers for contributing to the
success of this grand academic gathering. Embrace the opportunities, engage in
thoughtful discussions, and let the cultural tapestry of global health weave a
brighter future.
 
Best wishes for a rewarding and memorable Connaissance 2024.
 
Warm regards,
Mihir Vakhariya
President
KIMS Students Society



FROM THE DESK OF VICE PRESIDENTS

Mr. Sajal Gulati

Mr. Siddharth Gulati

Dear Participants, Faculty, and Esteemed Guests,

As Vice Presidents of Connaissance 2024, we are
thrilled to welcome you to this prestigious event hosted
by Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences in Karad.
 
Embracing the theme, "Cultural Tapestry of Global
Health: Navigating Challenges and Fostering
Solutions," Connaissance 2024 promises an exciting
blend of intellectual discourse and cultural celebration.
From the Model United Nations and Shark Tank to
the diagnostic challenges of Dare to Diagnose, each
event is crafted to stimulate your intellect and ignite
your passion.

We, the Vice Presidents, are eager to witness your active participation in the
diverse range of activities, including Talent Shows, Research Paper
Presentation, Quizzards of Medicine, and more. Your engagement is crucial
in making Connaissnace 2024 a resounding success.

Our heartfelt appreciation goes to all participants, faculty, and organizers for
your dedication and enthusiasm.

Together, let's make this event a memorable
tapestry of shared knowledge and collaborative
solutions.
 
Wishing you an enlightening and enjoyable
Connaissance 2024 experience.
 
Warm regards,
Sajal Gulati,
Siddharth Gulati
Vice Presidents
KIMS Students Society



DATE  DAY EVENT  TIME

13/04/2024 Saturday 
EvolveX: The Presentation Odyssey 
Opening Ceremony
Model United Nations Day-1 

9am-11am
11am-12:30pm
1:30pm-7pm

14/04/2024 Sunday 

Model United Nations Day-2
Reelotsav
Pixel Pioneers: The Photography Contest 
Press Conference 
Closing Ceremony of MUN

9am-5pm
Online
Online
6pm-6:30pm
6:30pm-7pm

15/04/2024 Monday 
Thesis Throwdown: Research Paper Presentation 
Duel of Disputes: Academic Debate R1
Eloquence Expo: Elocution Competition 
Rhythmic Fusion Fiesta: Dance Competition 

9am
10am
12pm
5pm 

16/04/2024 Tuesday 

Duel of Disputes: Academic Debate R2
Shark Tank
Artistic Alchemy: The art contest
Envision- The Talent Spectacle: Talent Show
Esports : CODM (Online)

10am

12pm

5pm

10pm

17/04/2024 Wednesday 

Duel of Disputes R3
Debattle: Non Academic Debate R1
Dare To Diagnose 
Story From Scratch: The Story Writing
Competition 
Fun Fair 

10am
10am
12pm
5pm

5:30pm

18/04/2024 Thursday 
Debattle: Non Academic Debate R2
Quizzards of Medicine 
Student of the Year Competition 
Esports: Stumble guys (Online)

10am
12pm
5pm
10pm

19/04/2024 Friday 
Debattle: Non Academic Debate R3
Megathlon 
Academic Workshop

10am
5pm
5pm 

20/04/2024 Saturday 
AIPPM
Battle of Wits
Esports: BGMI (Online)

9am-5pm
5pm
10pm

21/04/2024 Sunday 
Impact Initiative 
Retro Night 

12 pm onwards
5pm onwards

22/04/2024 Monday  Award Ceremony  5pm onwards

EVENT SCHEDULE
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RHYTHMIC FUSION FIESTA: THE DANCE COMPETITION

Date: 15/04/ 2024
Venue: Auditorium
Time Allotted: 5PM onwards 

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/D7yPmUNfde99MEr11wWeJ7

About the Event:

Participants can either perform solo or in a group.

In solo dance competition, each dancer performs independently
without any partners or group members. It's an opportunity for
dancers to showcase their skills, technique, and creativity as
individuals. Choreography is a crucial aspect as it allows dancers to
express their unique style and creativity.

In group dance competitions, dancers perform together in
synchronised routines. Groups can range in size from small ensembles
to large dance companies, depending on the competition's rules and
categories. Choreographers design routines that showcase the
strengths and abilities of the group members, emphasising
synchronised movements, formations, and storytelling through dance.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/D7yPmUNfde99MEr11wWeJ7


Rules and Regulations:

- Time limit per group: 8 minutes, including set-up.
- Number of participants per group: 2 to 12.
- Participants can choose songs in any language.
- Participants will be judged according to the following criteria:
  - Choreography
  - Use of props
  - Energy
  - Expressions
  - Sync
  - Stage utilisation
  - Costume
  - Overall impact.

Note:
- Performances can be thematic or non-thematic.
- Any kind of fluid, flame or heavy object is not allowed on stage.
- Obscenity of any kind is not allowed and will lead to immediate
disqualification.
- Participants should submit pre-recorded music in MP3 format.
- Performances exceeding the time limit will be subject to disqualification.
- The decision of the judges will be final.

Coordinators - Shreya Chauhan
                        ( +91 82965 06298 )
                        Aarya Nagarkar
                         (+91 9156112919)





Date: 16/04/2024
Venue: Auditorium
Time Allotted: 5PM onwards 

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DUx9sBvWXs0FuiCHE8JvF3

About the Event:

Participants are invited to showcase a wide array of talents,
including drama, stand-up comedy, singing, and more. It's a stage
for all remarkable talents beyond dance to shine. Participants can
perform either in groups or solo.

Rules and Regulations:

- Eligibility: Participants should be from KVV.
- The time limit will be decided based on the talent you wish to
showcase .
- Costumes and props should be appropriate.
- Participants will be disqualified for violating the rules.
- The stage will be provided for rehearsals 2-3 days before the
main event.

ENVISION: THE TALENT SPECTACLE

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DUx9sBvWXs0FuiCHE8JvF3


Judging Criteria:

- Creativity
- Skill
- Props used
- Audience engagement
- Costume
- Overall impact

Note:

- Any performance beyond the time limit will lead to
disqualification.
- Obscenity of any kind will not be allowed.
- The decision of the judges will be final and binding.

Coordinators - Akshita Malhotra
                         ( +91 74285 20605 )
                         Dhriti Parikh
                         (+91 98204 02194)





THE FUN FAIR 
Date: 17/04/2024
Venue:Beside Auditorium 
Whatsapp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DSQYtjbw5HECET9BQWoGiO

Who doesn't enjoy visiting FUN FAIRS? The entertainment, fun,
games, and food – we all have a craving for it. Thus, KIMS
STUDENT'S SOCIETY presents "Connaissance Fun Fair" to
satisfy your desire for joy.

The purpose of this event is to provide students with a platform to
design and run their own fun fair stalls, where they can compete
with stalls of their choosing! From offering amusement through
game booths to selling delectable meals prepared by our talented
student chefs.

You can put up a stall of your choosing, no matter how imaginative
it may be. If that's not what you want to do, go to the Fun Fair with
your friends to play fun games and enjoy delectable cuisine while
creating lasting memories at this memorable event.

Note: Only tables and electricity source will be provided which will
be chargeable .
Remaining articles required for the stall must be arranged by the
participants.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DSQYtjbw5HECET9BQWoGiO




Date: 18/04/2024
Venue: N1 Hall 
Time Allotted: 5PM onwards 

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/KbiHBqsrrQHLqku3u1htYD

About the Event:
"Student of the Year" is a prestigious event that aims to recognize and
celebrate the outstanding achievements, intellect, and talents of students.
This grand competition will encompass a series of events designed to
evaluate participants based on various aspects, including knowledge,
intellectual thinking, and sportsmanship.

Rules and Regulations:
1. Participants must take part in a maximum number of events in
Connaissance ( preferably Academic Events) to gain points which will help
them move to the next round.
2. Event details for further rounds will be revealed on the spot.
3. The events conducted will assess various qualities like academic
excellence, innovative thinking, community involvement and resilience of
the participants.

Note:
Details of events will be informed just prior to the commencement of the
event.
Details like time and venue will be informed prior

STUDENT OF THE YEAR 

Coordinator - Aditi Lahane 
                         (+91 99309 87919 )

https://chat.whatsapp.com/KbiHBqsrrQHLqku3u1htYD




MEGATHLON - THE MEDICO RUN

Date: 19/04/2024
Venue: Basketball Court
Time Allotted:5 PM onwards 

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/HrKcG0dlI5FBeS5FStcdbD

About the Event:
Join us for a dynamic fusion of intellect and athleticism at
Megathlon - The Medico Run, an exhilarating event hosted by
Krishna Vishwa Vidyapeeth. This competition is designed to push
your limits, stimulate your intellect, and elevate your spirit.

Event Highlights:
1. Campus Marathon (1 Round):
   - Two participants engage in the activity, with one running while
the other hunts for the flag to complete the marathon.
2. Lemon and Spoon Race:
   - Test your balance and speed in this classic challenge.
3. Rubik's Cube Solving:
   - A solo mission to solve the Rubik's Cube with speed and
precision.
4. The Grand GK Quiz:
   - The ultimate test of general knowledge.
   - All four team members unite in this mind-bending quiz. The team
with the most correct answers wins.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/HrKcG0dlI5FBeS5FStcdbD


RULES AND REGULATIONS:
 Each Team must consist of only 4 members 1.
Each member can perform only 1 task (except the final round)2.
Each team must choose a colour and dress accordingly 3.
Please be present at the venue 15 minutes prior to the given time4.

NOTE:
- TEAMS PLACED STRATEGICALLY THROUGHOUT THE
COURSE.
- A RELAY-STYLE COMPETITION WHERE EACH TASK
BUILDS UPON THE LAST.
- COMPLETION OF ONE TASK IS A PREREQUISITE FOR THE
NEXT.
- THE RUBIK'S CUBE ROUND SERVES AS THE FIRST
ELIMINATION CHALLENGE.

Coordinator - Akshita Malhotra 
                        (+91 74285 20605 )









Date: 13/4/2024
Venue: Mars and Mercury hall
Time Allotted: 1.30PM onwards

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/F82XHY38exHJn8EdOfv7K7

Model United Nations (MUN) is an academic simulation of the
United Nations where students role-play as delegates to the UN
and debate on global issues.
The MUN conference provides students with an opportunity to
engage in critical thinking, leadership, and decision-making skills.
Participants will have to research their assigned country's position
on the topic and draft resolutions to solve the issues. The
conference is a great opportunity for students to learn about
international affairs, diplomacy, and negotiation.
At the MUN conference, students will engage in debates,
negotiations, and public speaking. Participants will have to
develop strong arguments, build consensus, and negotiate to
achieve their goals. The conference will have different committees
that will focus on various global issues, such as disarmament,
human rights, economic and social issues, and peacekeeping.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS

https://chat.whatsapp.com/F82XHY38exHJn8EdOfv7K7


It allows students to learn about different cultures, customs, and
perspectives. The conference is a great way to build long-lasting
friendships and connections with other students who share similar
interests.
Overall, the MUN conference is a great way for students to learn
about the United Nations, diplomacy, international relations, and
the world. The conference will provide students with an
experience they will never forget, providing a great addition to
their academic and personal achievements.

TOPICS:
1.Special Political and Decolonization Committee (SPECPOL):
"Examining the Impact of Non-State Actors on State
Sovereignty and International Relations: Promoting Stability,
Security, and Self-Determination in a Changing Global
Landscape"

2.UNESCO:
"Promoting Global Understanding and Social Cohesion:
Eradicating Racial Discrimination, Hatred, and Hate Crimes for
a Culturally Diverse and Inclusive World"

Coordinators - Atharva Walinjkar  
                          (+91 76668 51656 )
                         



IMPACT INITIATIVE

Date: 21/04/2024
Venue: Mars halls
Time Allotted: 12 pm onwards 

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/IYKKaFDKMYkKXAgjt7iShe

Impact Initiative: "Health for All – A Sustainable Approach"
Our Impact Initiative, aligned with Sustainable Development Goal 3
(SDG 3) - "Good Health and Well-being," is dedicated to fostering a
healthier and more sustainable future for all.

Objective:
Addressing the critical need for universal health coverage, our initiative
aims to ensure that every individual, regardless of socio-economic
status, has access to essential health services.

Key Components:

1. Medical Outreach Programs:
   - Conducting regular health camps and medical outreach programs in
underserved communities to provide basic healthcare services,
preventive measures, and health education.

2. Community Health Education:
   - Implementing initiatives to enhance health literacy, focusing on
preventive measures, nutrition, hygiene, and early detection of diseases
within local communities.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/IYKKaFDKMYkKXAgjt7iShe


3. Telemedicine Services:
   - Introducing telemedicine services to bridge the gap between healthcare
providers and remote communities, ensuring timely access to medical
consultations and advice.

4. Partnerships with Local Health Institutions:
   - Collaborating with local health institutions to strengthen healthcare
infrastructure, improve medical facilities, and enhance the capacity for
efficient healthcare delivery.

5. Maternal and Child Health Support:
   - Implementing programs to support maternal and child health, including
prenatal care, immunizations, and nutritional support, with the goal of
reducing maternal and child mortality rates.

6. Mental Health Awareness Campaigns:
   - Conducting campaigns to destigmatize mental health issues, raise
awareness, and provide support services for mental well-being within
communities.

7. Access to Essential Medicines:
   - Advocating for improved access to affordable and essential medicines,
ensuring that no one is denied access to life-saving treatments due to
economic constraints.

8. Health Equity Research:
   - Conducting research on health disparities within communities to
identify specific challenges and tailor interventions that address the unique
needs of diverse populations.



Why Support the Initiative:
- Impactful Change:Contribute to tangible improvements in health outcomes
for marginalized communities.
  
- Global Citizenship:Support the global effort to achieve SDG 3, promoting
health as a fundamental human right.

- Community Empowerment: Empower communities to take charge of their
health and well-being through education and accessible healthcare services.

Join us in making a lasting impact on health outcomes, striving towards a
future where health is truly accessible to all, leaving no one behind.

Coordinators - Soniya Doshi
                          (+91 78873 32603 )
                         Parin Agarwal
                         (+91 88278 88968)





ELOQUENCE EXPO: ELOCUTION
COMPETITION 

Date: 15/04/2024
Venue: Physiology Demo Room 
Time allotted: 12 PM

WhatsApp Group link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/Id2hpIrd2SmLv7iyRWtK4W

About the event:
An Elocution competition is a public speaking contest where
participants deliver speeches or presentations on various
topics, aiming to showcase their communication skills, clarity
of expression, and ability to engage and persuade the audience
within a specified time frame. Participants will have 90
seconds to present their thoughts on a given topic. The
Elocution Competition at Krishna Vishwa Vidyapeeth, Karad
is a platform for students to showcase their speaking skills and
articulate thoughts confidently. Participants will have 90
seconds to present their thoughts on a given topic.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Id2hpIrd2SmLv7iyRWtK4W


Rules and Regulations:
- Rounds: A Single round will be conducted.
- Speaking Time: Participants will be allotted 90 seconds for
their speech.
- Mode of communication: English language only.
- Topic: The topic will be provided beforehand.
- Judging Criteria: Participants will be evaluated based on
content, delivery, and overall presentation.
- Attire: Formal attire only.

Coordinators - Rashi Singh
                          (+91 98914 61696 )
                         Lagan Chaturvedi
                          (+91 95827 16200 )





DUEL OF DISPUTES:THE ACADEMIC DEBATE 

Date: 15/04/2024
Venue: FMT demo Room 1
Time Allotted: 10AM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/Kj6qRE650031tpi9WDAe7D

About the Event:
In the realm of academia, where ideas are the currency of intellectual progress,
debates serve as crucibles of critical thinking and discourse. As we embark on
this academic debate, we summon the spirit of inquiry and the pursuit of truth,
guided by the principles of reasoned argumentation and respectful engagement.
With minds sharpened by research and tempered by a commitment to
intellectual integrity, we stand ready to challenge our perspectives and enrich
our knowledge of the complex issues at hand.
Welcome to the arena of academic debate, where ideas clash and knowledge is
forged through the fires of rigorous deliberation.

Rules and Regulations:
ROUND 1
Topic: Compulsory Vaccination for Health care workers as a measure to
uphold patient safety and mitigate the transmission of infectious diseases

RULES
Time: 15 minutes
The team representatives start with an introductory speech (1 min each),
followed by the dual debate.
There will be a finishing statement from each team.
The top 4/2 teams will enter into round 2.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Kj6qRE650031tpi9WDAe7D


ROUND 2
Topic: Investing the ethical consequences of integrating AI in healthcare

Rules:
This is an open-to-audience debate.
Time: 20 mins
The judge will ask a question to the participants and the audience after 10
mins of formal debate - beginning with the public debate.
Every person must raise their hand before speaking to maintain decorum.
The top 2 teams will then proceed to Round 3.

ROUND 3
Topic: Designer Babies: A step too far in genetic engineering?

Rules:
This is an open-to-audience debate.
Time: 20 mins
The debate will begin with an introductory speech from each team (1.5 min
each).
The team members' rebuttal for 10 mins, followed by a question by the judge
beginning the public debate.
Everyone must raise their hands in order to talk to maintain decorum.

Coordinators: 
Round 1 - Ishita Negi                       
                (+91 95991 16414)
                 Manshi Kiran 
                (+91 98012 76047)
Round 2 - Jhanvi Saraf 
                (+91 82409 25019)
                 Mahika Dighe   
                (+91 98205 70041 )
Round 3 - Ananya Jhunjhunwala  
                (+91 70217 50995)
                 Rashi Singh   
                (+91 98914 61696 )





SHARK TANK 

Date: 16/04/2024
Venue: Neptune Hall 1
Time Allotted: 12PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/LORyNd59RKsEwgCRUnkcSW

About the Event:
This event provides an opportunity for many eager and aspiring
entrepreneurs to pitch their investment panel on their innovative
products and services in the medical industry. Pitches will be assessed
for their uniqueness, competitive edge, and strategy. It is a platform
that fosters entrepreneurship, encourages investment in new
technologies, medications, instruments, and helps entrepreneurs and
investors achieve their goals.
Being on "Shark Tank" can give entrepreneurs and their ideas
considerable exposure. The participants often gain insights into the
medical sector as well as pitching and negotiating skills. These lessons
can be applied to future endeavours.

Rules and Regulations:
1. Each team will consist of 2-3 individuals.
2. The ideas need to strictly be medical-related. Hypothetical
scenarios involving hypothetical instruments, procedures, machinery,
medications, etc., are allowed.
3. There will be 3 rounds overall. Each round will see eliminations,
and the third round will determine the winner among the last four
teams.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/LORyNd59RKsEwgCRUnkcSW


Round 1:
The participating teams should come up with a business idea and pitch
it to the sharks.

Round 2:
The Sharks will offer the participating teams a product, and the teams
must come up with a management plan and pitch it on the spot.
(Teams will be given 5 minutes after receiving the product to come up
with a pitching idea.)

Round 3:
The top four teams will go to round three, where they will be given a
business idea. Each shark will mentor one team, and the teams will
come up with a management plan and pitch it to a fresh group of
appointed Judges/Sharks.
Note:
- If the number of participating teams is more than expected, there will
be an online pre-event elimination round.
- Four Judges/Sharks will be on the panel.
- Each team has 5 minutes to present their ideas using a PowerPoint
presentation.
- The participants will be asking for funds/investment in exchange for
the sharks' equity.
- The teams will have 5 minutes to discuss and negotiate after the pitch.
- One team will be declared the winner at the judge's discretion.

Coordinators - Zehran Kaiser
                          (+91 60066
40992) 
                        Arya Gunale
                        (+91 87883 15145)





DEBATTLE: THE NON ACADEMIC DEBATE 

Date: 17/04/2024
Venue: FMT Demo Room 
Time Allotted: 10AM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/E9WHCKwHHM8GEszU26PY3x

About the Event:
Welcome to our non-academic debate series, where the pursuit of
knowledge takes on a vibrant and accessible form. In this unique
forum, we invite you to leave behind the formalities of academia and
engage in lively discussions that tap into the richness of human
experience. Here, it's not about credentials; it's about ideas. We
celebrate the diversity of thought and foster an environment where
everyone's voice matters. Whether you're a seasoned debater or just
curious to explore new perspectives, you'll find a welcoming space
where passionate individuals come together to discuss, challenge,
and enlighten. So, take a step away from the textbooks, and join us
on this intellectual adventure where dialogue knows no bounds.
Together, we'll embark on a journey of discovery, curiosity, and the
joy of engaging conversations. Welcome to the world of non-
academic debate!

Rules and Regulations:
EXTEMPORE:
No word will be given; a topic will be given prior, and a normal
debate will be conducted.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/E9WHCKwHHM8GEszU26PY3x


TURNCOAT:
1. The representative from the team must not be repeated (from the extempore).
2. Each participant has to speak for 2.5 minutes for the motion and 2.5 minutes
against the motion.
3. The participant is not allowed to take pauses while changing the tone (motion
switching).
4. Only the top 2 teams will qualify for the next round.

THE BIG DEBATE:
1. The top 2 qualified teams will compete in this round.
2. All 3 members of the team will participate in this round.
3. 1 hour will be given for the preparation.
4. Allotment of motion (for and against) will be decided by a toss.
5. Each team's first speaker will speak for 2 minutes (opening argument).
6. Each team's second speaker will speak for 3 minutes (core argument).
7. Each team's third speaker will speak for 2 minutes (closing argument).
8. Each team's first speaker will return for a rebuttal with the opposing motion's
representative for 1 minute.

Note:
TOPICS:
Round one: EXTEMPORE
Topic: Does cricket overshadow or limit the growth of other sports in India?

Round two: TURNCOAT
Topic: The role of women in leadership: Breaking glass ceiling or shattering
Gender Stereotypes ?

Round three: THE BIG DEBATE
Topic: Judicial Activism VS Judicial Restraint: Exploring the role of judiciary
in shaping policies and governance in India 

Coordinators - Siddhi Patil
                         (+91 9136217929)
                         Mitalee Kale
                        (+91 95116 54505)





STORY FROM SCRATCH: THE STORY
WRITING COMPETITION 

Date: 17/04/2024
Venue: Neptune Hall 2
Time Allotted: 5PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/CXt6tY6S9hTB5eFJyxLMOO

About the Event:
Story writing is one of the best ways of expressing thoughts and values in the
form of a tale which draws the attention of a larger audience. It is an art by
which real life problems can be expressed to the public and young children by
means of a story!
Keeping in mind the impact a story creates, the Student society presents to you a
story writing competition, inviting all the budding authors to pull up their socks
and show us their hidden talents!

Rules and Regulations:
1.An image will be shown to all the participants based on which they will have to
write the story.
 2. The participants are requested to use ENGLISH language as the medium of
writing.
3. A time limit of 1.5hrs will be provided to all the writers.
4.Word limit: 600-700 words
5. The participants are requested not to use any foul language or any other
offensive means of writing that might be derogatory.

Note:
Use of mobile phones or any other sources of internet are not allowed.
Writing paper will be provided.  

Coordinators - Prasad Suryawanshi
                         (+91 9146974677)
                        Tenya Mittal
                         (+91 70157 21097)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/CXt6tY6S9hTB5eFJyxLMOO




BATTLE OF WITS
Date: 20/04/2024
Venue: Neptune Hall 1
Time Allotted: 5PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/CwUaj6epheKIAaY2vG2lj1

About the Event:
Welcome to an appealing and abstract event, wherein you get a chance to
showcase your wit, creativity, originality, ingenuity, and the ability to
catalyze a situation! The event constitutes 4 rounds:

1. Questionnaire: Got a minute! Participants will answer straightforward
questions in the first round while the clock is ticking. These surveys will
be evaluated based on their creativity and humour. Eligible contestants
will advance to the following round after this elimination round.

2. Air Crash/Titanic 2.0: The Captain has called for a MAYDAY! The
Plane is about to crash into the ground!! The Ship is sinking... The
Captain commands to grab a life jacket and jump off the ship!!
Considering the gravity of the situation, convince the judges that you
deserve a chance to save your life!! This round involves recreating real-life
icons in a theatrical way while persuading the judges that they deserve the
parachute/life jacket over all the other well-known personalities in the
plane.

3. Emotional Squares: Participants will be presented with a scenario and
four squares, each representing a distinct feeling. Participants must act
out each emotion within a set time frame while the scenario remains the
same but shifts anticlockwise.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/CwUaj6epheKIAaY2vG2lj1


4. Double Bluff: It is a partner game in which one partner is given a word
from Thesaurus to act out, and the other partner has to guess the word
correctly within a time limit of 60 seconds. This game combines elements of
charades with a literary twist.

Three winners will be chosen by the judges based on their wit, humor, and
consistency.

Rules and Regulations:
Questionnaire:
1. Only single participation is allowed.
2. Medium of questions and answers will be in English.
3. No use of any foul language.
4. Any disrespectful mannerisms will lead to disqualification.
5. Time limit for each answer will be 60 seconds.
6. Points awarded will be 5 for each answer.
7. Penalty of 2 points from the original score if any participant is found
discussing with the fellow participant.

Air Crash/Titanic 2.0:
1. Only single participation is allowed.
2. Medium of expression will be in English.
3. Grading will be done based on innovation, theatrics, knowledge about the
character, quality of the reasons stated, speaking skills, and added effects.
4. No use of any foul language.
5. Hurting the sentiments of the character in any disrespectful manner will
lead to disqualification.
6. Time limit for stage 1 is 2 minutes, and for stage 2 is 30 seconds (initial
argument) and 20 seconds (reply to the argument).
7. Negative marking for more than 3 replies.
8. Penalty of minus 2 points from the original score if any participant is
found discussing with the fellow participant.



Feeling Squares:
1. Only single participation is allowed at a time.
2. Medium of questions and answers will be in English.
3. The participant cannot manipulate the situation according to their will.
4. No use of any foul language.
5. Any disrespectful manner will lead to disqualification.
6. Time limit will be 40 seconds.
7. Exceeding the time limit will lead to elimination.
8. Grading will be done based on theatrics and vocabulary.
9. Penalty of minus 2 points from the original score if any participant is
found discussing with the fellow participant.

Double Bluff:
1. Participation is allowed only in pairs.
2. Medium of questions and answers will be in English.
3. The participant cannot point out any sort of object or person; they only
have to enact the word in the most creative way possible.
4. No use of any foul language.
5. Hurting the sentiments of the character in any disrespectful manner will
lead to disqualification.
6. Time limit for each answer will be 60 seconds.
7. Points awarded will be 5 for each answer.
8. Penalty of minus 2 points from the original score if any pair is found
discussing with the fellow pair.

Coordinators - Lagan Chaturvedi
                          (+91 95827 16200 )
                        Alena Govekar
                        (+91 84326 98564)





AIPPM

Date:20/4/2024
Venue: Mars Hall
Time Allotted: 9AM onwards

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/JnhOcUCyQQbKDySKs7oqjD

Welcome to AIPPM - All India Political Parties Meet, a flagship event
organized by the KIMS Students Society. AIPPM provides a unique
platform for students to delve into the dynamic world of political
discourse, encouraging active participation and insightful discussions.

Event Overview:
AIPPM is a day-long event designed to simulate a political party meet
where participants engage in debates, discussions, and policy
formulations. This immersive experience allows students to step into the
shoes of political leaders, grappling with real-world issues and
formulating strategic responses.

Date and Time:
Scheduled for April 20, 2024, from 9 am to 5 pm, AIPPM promises a
full day of intellectual stimulation and political engagement.

Objectives:
- Political Insight: AIPPM aims to enhance participants' understanding
of political dynamics, fostering a deeper insight into the complexities of
policy-making and governance.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/JnhOcUCyQQbKDySKs7oqjD


  
- Leadership Skills: The event provides a platform for students to showcase
and develop their leadership skills, as they navigate through political
scenarios and negotiate on critical issues.

- Critical Thinking: AIPPM encourages participants to think critically,
analyze diverse perspectives, and formulate well-reasoned arguments,
contributing to the development of analytical skills.

Format:
The event will feature mock political party sessions, where participants will
represent different parties, deliberate on current issues, and propose policy
solutions. Expect lively debates, strategic negotiations, and a chance to
experience the intricacies of political decision-making.

Why Participate:
- Real-world Simulation: AIPPM offers a realistic simulation of political
party meets, providing a hands-on experience of political decision-making
processes.
- Networking Opportunities: Engage with fellow participants, exchange
ideas, and build valuable connections with students who share a passion for
political affairs
- Skill Enhancement: Develop public speaking, negotiation, and teamwork
skills in a dynamic and supportive environment, essential for future leaders
and policymakers.
Join us at AIPPM 2024 and immerse yourself in the fascinating world of
political strategy and governance.

Coordinator - Aarya Nagarkar
                         ( +91 9156112919 )







EVOLVE X: THE PRESENTATION
ODYSSEY 

Date: 13/4/2024
Venue: Neptune Hall 1
Time Allotted: 9AM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/E5ENVxmO2ry9v0KF5P8nOy

About the Event:
Embark on a journey like no other, where the power of communication
takes center stage. KIMS STUDENTS’ SOCIETY presents you "The
Presentation Odyssey," which is not just an event; it's an exploration of
the art and science of presenting ideas that captivate, inspire, and
transform. With the aim to make students equipped with the knowledge
and skills to conquer any audience, this competition offers you the
opportunity to present your ideas, learn from your peers, and compete
for prestigious awards.

Rules and Regulations:

PRESENTATION FORMAT:
- Each presentation should be 4 minutes in duration.
- Presentations can be in the form of PowerPoint, poster presentations,
or oral presentations.
- Visual aids and references are encouraged.

https://chat.whatsapp.com/E5ENVxmO2ry9v0KF5P8nOy


JUDGING CRITERIA:
Presentations will be evaluated based on the following criteria:
- Content: depth of knowledge, relevance.
- Organization: structure, flow, and logical progression.
- Delivery: communication skills, engagement, and confidence.
- Visual aids: quality and effectiveness of materials.
- Q&A session: ability to answer questions and engage the audience.

DRESS CODE AND PROFESSIONALISM:
- Participants are requested to adhere to a professional dress code.

TOPICS:
Choose from a wide range of exciting topics that reflect the diversity of
the medical field:
1.The Impact of Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
2.Cancer Immunotherapy: A New Era in Cancer Treatment
3.Robotic Surgery: Advancements and Applications
4.Maternal and Child Health Initiatives
5.Community-based Mental Health Programs

Coordinators - Aditya Gupta
                          (+91 98716 59211 )
                         Dhriti Parikh
                         (+91 98204 02194)





Date: 17/04/2024
Venue: Neptune Hall 2
Time Allotted: 12PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DgcI3NHcolF2FubMowA5P2

About the Event:
KIMS STUDENT’S SOCIETY presents Dare to Diagnose, where participants
will test their clinical knowledge and thinking capacity. In this thrilling and
educational event, you'll be challenged to make accurate diagnoses and treatment
decisions while racing against the clock.

Rules and Regulations:
1. Participants must form teams of three, with one team leader.
2. Teams will be given a case file with patient details, history, and labs.
3. They will have 15 minutes to come up with an accurate diagnosis and basic line
of treatment.
4. The first round will be preliminary, and the highest-scoring teams will progress
to the finals.
5. Scoring will be based on the accuracy of the diagnosis and the rationality of the
proposed treatment plan.
6. The diagnosis must be made within the time limit; if the buzzer rings and the
team hasn't provided the correct diagnosis, they will not be scored for that case.
7. The diagnosis and treatment should be concise; vague answers will not be
accepted.

Note:
E-certificates will be provided to all participants.

DARE TO DIAGNOSE

Coordinators - Gargi Sawant
                         (+91 7247778888)
                        Aditi Lahane
                        (+91 9930987919 )

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DgcI3NHcolF2FubMowA5P2




THESIS THROWDOWN: RESEARCH
PAPER PRESENTATION 

Date: 15/04/2024
Venue: Neptune Hall
Time Allotted: 9AM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/LBJM7vo24MWCmkZxJ9foer

About the Event:
A research paper presentation is an oral summary of an accomplished research
study of a theoretical or experimental nature. The presenters are required to
present their research papers without consulting their prepared notes to our
judges and the audience.

Rules and Regulations:
1. The research paper must be based on an original study.
2. The total time for the presentation will be 5-6 minutes, including the
introduction. Points will be deducted for exceeding the time limit.
3. Presentations shall be judged based on originality, innovativeness, clarity,
and the ability to present.
4. The oral presentation must be in the form of a Microsoft Presentation only.

Note:
- No plagiarism will be tolerated in any form.
- The presenter must be in formal attire during the presentation.

Coordinators - Tanvi Nemade
                           (+91 7387085437 )
                        Ananya Jhunjhunwala
                        (+91 7021750995)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/LBJM7vo24MWCmkZxJ9foer




QUIZZARDS OF MEDICINE 

Date: 18/04/2024
Venue: Mars and Mercury Hall 
Time Allotted: 12PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/HcQUucFODYMENCQPfYdTV9

About the Event:
For those who want to put their medical knowledge to the test, KIMS
STUDENTS SOCIETY presents Quizzards of Medicine! A quiz competition
where you'll go head-to-head with others to "think" your way to the finish line.
Here, your knowledge is your ally.

Rules and Regulations:
The basic proceedings of Quizzards of Medicine will follow as:
1. All participants will go through Round 1, an MCQ-based exam consisting of
general questions from subjects of the respective year.
2. Based on the score of Round 1, a certain number of candidates will qualify
and proceed to Round 2.
3. Round 2 will also be MCQ-based but will contain fewer questions, which will
be tougher.
4. Out of the candidates in Round 2, the Top 5 highest scorers will proceed to
the final round.
5. All finalists will be presented with a single question. The first one to solve the
question will be entitled as the Winner of Quizzards of Medicine.

Coordinators - Sahil Patil
                         (+91 7249717537 )
                        Parin Agarwal
                        (+91 8827888968)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/HcQUucFODYMENCQPfYdTV9


Coordinators - Shreya Chauhan
                         (  +91 8296506298 )
                        Aarya Nagarkar
                        ( +91 91 56112919) 
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REELOTSAV
Date: 14/04/2024
Venue: Online
 
WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/IMKjOySSyHWH9TS8mOsnxj
 
About the Event:
What better way can there be to sum up the beautiful timeline of Connaissance than to summarise
it in the form of Reels? Unleash your creativity and imagination as KIMS STUDENTS
SOCIETY brings you Reelotsav! A competition for all students daring to show off their reel-
making skills by creating their unique Reels, themed on all things Connaissance!
 
This event will run passively throughout the duration of Connaissance.
• The participants will be asked to submit reels covering the events, one day at a time. For
example, they'll have to make a reel covering all the events of Day 1, Day 2, etc.
• The best reel will be selected every day and will be posted on the students' society Instagram
page.
• The participant whose reels will be the most engaging and most creative, will be declared winner
after the judges come to a decision.
 
Rules and Regulations:
1. Only one submission per participant is allowed.
2. The reel's duration must strictly be in the range of 60 to 90 seconds.
3. The reel must not consist of any songs containing strong/foul language.
4. The footage included in the reel must primarily consist of Connaissance events shot on the
campus itself. Visual effects are allowed.
5. The decision made by the judges will be final.
 
Note:
Once participants have created a reel, they will be asked to submit their drafts, everyday before
deadline, which will be evaluated based on various criteria along with all the other submissions.
The best Reel for the Day will be posted on the main Instagram handle of students’ society. The
result will be announced on the day of the award ceremony.
 
 

Coordinators - Gargi Sawant
                         (+91 7247778888)
                        Ananya Jhunjhunwala
                         (+91 7021750995)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/IMKjOySSyHWH9TS8mOsnxj




PIXEL PIONEERS: PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST 

Date: 14/04/2024
Venue: Online

WhatsApp Group Link: https://chat.whatsapp.com/BvVswIhB8Ov8y9ZfnBjR1Y

About the Event:
"A picture speaks a thousand words" wasn't quoted without a specific meaning to it.
KIMS STUDENTS SOCIETY has come up with "PIXEL PIONEERS" - a
photography contest where participants can capture and save the moment as the eye
sees it.

Rules and Regulations:
1. The pictures should be taken within the campus premises.
2. Entries should have a proper caption and description.
3. Editing for enhancement (cropping, color enhancement, exposure adjustment) is
allowed. Photo manipulation is not allowed.
4. Only mobile phones are to be used.
5. Only solo participation is allowed.
6. Pictures clicked prior to the start of the competition will not be considered.
7. Participants will be asked to gather in the Demo room prior to the competition
where instructions will be given.
8. Enthusiastic participation is expected from all participants.
9. In case of any violation of the rules, the STUDENTS SOCIETY has the right to
disqualify the participant from the event.
10. Participation certificates will be given to everyone.
11. The winner will be felicitated during the award ceremony organized at the end of
Connaissance!

So, what are you waiting for? Hurry up and register!

Coordinators - Tanisha Shah
                         (+91 6366588201)
                         Sahil Patil
                          (+91 7249717537 )

https://chat.whatsapp.com/BvVswIhB8Ov8y9ZfnBjR1Y




ARTISTIC ALCHEMY:  THE ART
CONTEST 

Date: 16/04/2024
Venue: Neptune Hall 2
Time Allotted: 5PM

WhatsApp Group Link: https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hel1gro6gMb9x7wb6Ilkrj

About the Event:
Throughout history, people have used art to communicate without relying on
words. Art can express political ideas, reinforce religion, or convey deeply
personal thoughts. Through art, artists express their thoughts and feelings with
greater intensity than may be possible in words. It is scientifically proven that
every individual thinks and interprets things differently. KIMS STUDENTS
SOCIETY brings to you ARTISTIC ALCHEMY - An Art Contest for
Connaissance, which will give participants a big platform to showcase their
talents in the form of various drawings and paintings depicting various designs
and art forms of their choice.

Rules and Regulations:
- The theme and topic will be given on the spot.
- 15 minutes will be given for deciding on the basic idea of your artwork. 2 hours
will be given for completion and execution.
- Usage of phones or any other reference materials and electronic gadgets are
forbidden. If seen, the participant will be disqualified.
- We expect you to stick to your own imagination and creativity!
- Participants are requested to get their own required basic art materials which
would be needed.
- Participants are allowed to stick to any kind of art form of their choice.

Coordinators- Tanvi Nemade
                          (+91 7387085437 )
                        Sauved Satvi
                        (+91 9158610213)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hel1gro6gMb9x7wb6Ilkrj






CALL OF DUTY MOBILE (CODM)
TOURNAMENT

Date: 16/04/2024
Venue: Online 
Time Allotted: 10PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/Co8UM4yxRzI0hVHxZO1YWN

About the Event:
"It’s too close, fight harder"? Why not prove your mettle here in Connaissance ’24,
as we present to you the CODM Tournament! Form up your OP Squad in a 5v5
Mode of pure competition to climb the ladder to the top and claim the title of the
Sole Winner!

Rules and Regulations:
- Only a full squad of 5 will be permitted entry.
- NA-45 is BANNED. Any player using this gun will have their team disqualified.
- No other player except those registered will be allowed to enter.
- All details and updates regarding the event will be sent in the respective WhatsApp
group; those interested are expected to join it for further updates.

Note:
- Matches will be in Multiplayer mode, and on a Knockout basis. Game mode will
be TEAM DEATHMATCH.
- Game maps will be randomised (Classic maps will be used).
- Tournament brackets OR league fixtures will be announced depending on the
number of registrations (the more, the merrier!).

Coordinators - Adita Hebbalkar
                         (+91 9819589767)
                         Paarth Arora
                         (+91 8700195724)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Co8UM4yxRzI0hVHxZO1YWN




STUMBLE GUYS TOURNAMENT

Date: 18/04/2024
Venue: Online 
Time Allotted: 10PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/CcVZSNJk9v3Csh9l7pWdRk

About the Event:
If you are ready to rumble, make sure not to stumble! And if you stumble,
you will crumble! Connaisance ’24 brings you its interesting and casual take
on the game Stumble Guys, and provides you a way to fight for the win in a
game never been given a hosting event before!

Rules and Regulations:
- The number of matches to be held will be announced depending on the
number of registrations (the more, the merrier!).
- Each room hosted will have an equal number of players, and the TOP 5 will
proceed to one final round.
- It is recommended to change your name from the default name given by the
game.

Note:
- All details and updates regarding the event will be sent in the respective
WhatsApp group; those interested are expected to join it for further updates.

Coordinators - Adita Hebbalkar
                         (+91 9819589767)
                         Paarth Arora
                         (+91 8700195724)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/CcVZSNJk9v3Csh9l7pWdRk




BGMI TOURNAMENT

Date: 20/04/2024
Venue: Online 
Time Allotted: 10PM

WhatsApp Group Link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/G5e0LWZajZ6B86eb4U0HAe

About the Event:
Our Classic bout of BGMI Tournament is here! Gather your teammates and
make a squad to take on all the opposing enemies in the evergreen Battle
Royale of BattleGrounds Mobile India in Connaissance ’24! Go for gold and
aim for the Chicken Dinner!

Rules and Regulations:
- Only a full squad of 4 will be permitted entry.
- No other player except those registered will be allowed to enter.
- All details and updates regarding the event will be sent in the respective
WhatsApp group; those interested are expected to join it for further updates.

Note:
- The event starts from 10 PM and will last till 12 AM unless preponed or
delayed .
- The tournament bracket or league type will be announced depending on the
number of registrations (the more, the merrier!).
- Game mode will be CLASSIC (no event mode).
- Maps will be announced along with the fixtures.

Coordinators - Adita Hebbalkar
                         (+91 9819589767)
                         Paarth Arora
                         (+91 8700195724)

https://chat.whatsapp.com/G5e0LWZajZ6B86eb4U0HAe




KIMS STUDENTS’ SOCIETY
FAMILY

Core Secretariat:-
Mihir Vakhariya (President) 1.
Sajal Gulati (Vice President)2.
Siddharth Gulati (Vice President)3.
Sakshi Jajodia (Secretary General)4.
Ishita Dwivedi (Chief Executive)5.

Delegate Affairs:-
Shreya Chauhan (Director of Delegate Affairs)1.
Aryan Bharadi 2.
Parin Agrawal3.
Mahika Dighe4.
Tenya Mittal5.

Chief Advisory Committee:-
Dr. Yugantara R. Kadam, Dean, KIMS, Karad1.
Dr. M.P. Ambali, Director of Student’s Welfare, KIMS, Karad2.
Dr. Supriya S. Patil, Academic Dean, KIMS, Karad3.
Dr. Vasantmeghna Murthy, Associate Professor, Dept. of
Psychiatry, KIMS, Karad

4.

Dr. Omkar Kulkarni, Assistant Professor, Dept. of
Physiology,KIMS, Karad

5.



Academics and Research:-
Aarya Nagarkar (Director of Academics and Research)1.
Rashi Singh (Director of Academics and Research )2.
Ishita Negi3.
Lagan Chaturvedi4.
Neha Birajdar5.
Priyanka Gandhi6.

Logistics:-
Aditee Lahane (Director of Logistics ) 1.
Jhanvi Saraf2.
Paarth Arora3.
Adita Hebbalkar4.
Prasad Suryawanshi5.
Sauved Satvi6.

Public Relations:-
Akshita Malhotra (Director of Public Relations)1.
Zehran Kaiser2.
Siddhi Patil 3.
Alena Govekar4.
Mitalee Kale5.

Media Design:-
Shikha Sharma (Director of Media Design)1.
Tanvi Nemade2.
Aarya Gunale 3.
Manshi Kiran4.
Siddhi Matere5.



Event Management Team 
Dhriti Parikh (Director of Event Management)1.
Soniya Doshi2.
Sahil Patil3.
Aditya Gupta4.

Special Events Teams
Ananya Jhunjhunwala (Director of Special Events)1.
Tanisha Shah2.
Gargi Sawant3.

IT Team
Atharva Walinjkar1.
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